
Introduction

Among female patients presenting with isolated axillary

nodes with adenocarcinoma, the most likely that the pri-

mary site of cancer is an invasive breast carcinoma, espe-

cially of the ipsilateral breast [1]. However, atypical

axillary metastasis may arise from an occult ipsilateral or

contralateral primary breast cancer (0.3–1%) or from pri-

mary non-breast tumor [2-3]. 

The authors described a markedly rare case of right oc-

cult breast cancer initially presenting right axillary nodal

metastasis two years after surgery of left breast cancer. It

was diagnosed as a metastasis from the left by histopatho-

logical and immunochemical reviews after right axillary

lymph node dissection and right mastectomy.

Case Report

A 38-year-old woman, who had received left modified radical

mastectomy and chemotherapy two years ago at the present hospi-

tal followed by endocrine therapy, visited the outpatient clinic for

route examination. Physical examination disclosed normal findings

except for several swollen elastic nodes in her right axilla. Mam-

mography (MMG), ultrasonography (US), and magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI) of right breast and bilateral axilla yielded nonspe-

cific findings except for swollen elastic nodes in her right axilla.

Fine-needle aspiration cytology (FNA) of the lymph node showed

positive findings of adenocarcinoma cells. Systemic radiological

evaluation demonstrated no extramammary metastasis. Then, com-

plete right axillary lymph node dissection (ALND) and mastectomy

were performed. It was surprising that multifocal cancers were

found in all the random pathological sections of the right breast and

the diameters of the tumors were all less than five mm (Figure 1).

Immunohistochemical analysis revealed similar findings among the

right axillary lymph nodes and right breast cancer and previous left

breast cancer. They were all positive for estrogen/progesterone re-

ceptor (ER/PgR) and negative for HER2/neu (HER2). After the op-

eration, the patient was treated with chemotherapy consisting of

gemcitabine hydrochloride and vinorelbine ditartrate for four cy-

cles, followed by endocrine therapy with anastrozol and goserelin.

She refused radiation therapy. Six months after right mastectomy,
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Summary

Background: It is important to find the primary site when axillary nodes metastasis is confirmed after surgery of contralateral breast

cancer. Case Report: The authors report a rare case of a 38-year-old female with right occult metastatic breast cancer initially present-

ing right axillary nodal metastases two years after surgery of left breast cancer. Multifocal cancers were found in all the random patho-

logical sections after right mastectomy, but no abnormalities of the right breast were found even after full examination before surgery.

Pathological examination revealed similar findings among the right axillary lymph nodes and the right breast cancer and previous left

breast cancer. Six months after right mastectomy, multifocal recurrence was detected in the right parasternal. It was conformed that the

right breast cancer was a metastasis from the left. Conclusion: Contralateral breast metastasis should be considered even if no lesion is

confirmed when contralateral axillary node metastasis was detected post-breast cancer surgery. Combined axillary lymph node dissec-

tion (ALND) and radiation therapy would be an optimal approach, followed by proper systemic therapy.
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Figure 1. — Photomicrograph of right breast cancer. H&E ×40.
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multifocal recurrence was detected in front of the sternum. Radi-

ation therapy was performed finally.

Discussion

When a cancer is found in the contralateral axilla of a

woman, either currently or previously having been treated

for cancer in the opposite breast, it is important to distin-

guish the sources. A careful histopathological assessment

for metastatic axillary lymph nodes usually can identify the

site of origin. Therefore, biopsy for suspicious lymph nodes

is very important and necessary. Axillary US combined

with fine needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) has emerged

as the most practical technique. If there is axillary metas-

tasis in the absence of a breast primary on clinical exami-

nation, core needle biopsy or axillary lymph node

dissection needs to be carried out [3, 4]. Immunohisto-

chemical markers such as ER/PgR and HER2 can be use-

ful. The presence of different histopathologic and

clinicopathologic characteristics is indicative of the differ-

ent clonal origin of the two tumors [5], although an identi-

cal histology cannot exclude that the tumors derive from

distinct progenitor cells.

Breast cancer presenting as axillary adenopathy with

clinically occult breast tumor was first described by Hal-

sted in 1907 [6]. Nowadays, the definition of “occult”

breast cancer has changed according to the development of

modern medical imaging and related technologies. When

carcinoma is identified in the axillary node, a search of the

ipsilateral breast should be undertaken. This initially in-

cludes a physical examination, a mammogram, and ultra-

sound. If these are negative, then MRI or possibly even a

positron emission tomography (PET) with or without CT

scan may be considered [7, 8]. A new breast primary may

be found. MRI is the most sensitive method (sensitivity

ranging 86–95%) for evaluating breast cancer, as compared

to MMG and US [9]. In patients with non-detectable breast

lesions on both clinical and mammographic examination,

MRI has reported positive findings in 43–86 % [10]. There-

fore, breast MRI should come into routine practice where

patients present with axillary metastases from an occult pri-

mary breast cancer. However, there are still some occult

primary breast cancer that cannot be found even when full

examination is carried out. Some occult cancer was only

discovered in the mastectomy specimen [11]. In the case

reported here, the authors considered that the right axillary

metastasis may arise from previous left breast cancer or oc-

cult right breast cancer, but no abnormalities of the right

breast were found even after full examination. However,

multifocal small cancers were found in all the random

pathological sections of the right breast.

The traditional therapy of choice for occult breast can-

cer has been mastectomy. Recently, less invasive ap-

proaches have been introduced with promising outcomes.

At the present time, the National Comprehensive Cancer

Network (NCCN) guidelines recommend modified radical

mastectomy with ALND or ALND with whole breast ra-

diation therapy [12]. A meta-analysis from seven studies

found that there was no difference in survival outcomes

between ALND with mastectomy and ALND with radio-

therapy of patients with occult breast cancer [13]. ALND

with radiation therapy was superior to ALND alone re-

garding locoregional recurrence and there was a trend to-

ward improved mortality rates [13]. Based on this

meta-analysis, combined ALND and radiation therapy

may appear as the optimal surgical approach in these pa-

tients. In the case reported here, the risk of recurrence in

front of the sternum may have been reduced if radiation

therapy was carried out which covered the front of the

sternum six months prior.

Women diagnosed with breast cancer have a two- to six-

fold greater risk for contralateral breast cancer compared

to women with the risk of a first breast cancer in the gen-

eral population [14]. When contralateral axillary node

metastasis is detected with post-breast cancer surgery, con-

tralateral breast metastasis should be considered even if no

lesion is confirmed. Combined ALND and radiation ther-

apy would be an optimal approach, followed by proper sys-

temic therapy.
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